RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
st Race The Gulamhusein Essaji Trophy Cl-IV, 20-46, (0 to 19 eligible) Foreign Jockeys Eligible
1
SHAE
Pn19 - 10 ⁄ 22 had lost its right hind shoe and was observed to be tied up. 6
8

1600 Mts.
3

8 19
10⁄19122 Jockey reported that his mount
hung-in in the straight. 2610⁄191553 met interference passing the 250 metres and again passing the 150 metres. M19-20 - 112⁄19192 jumped outwards at
the start and met interference passing the 500 metres. 181⁄20960 found to have pastern dermatitis on all four legs, as such the mare was certified unfit
to race and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds.

POWER OF THOR
Pn20-21 -

1312⁄20338

M19-20 - 21⁄20702 jumped outwards and met interference at the start. 12⁄2011512 found to be sore by the left fore leg.
was racing alongside, was tightened for room and had to be checked passing 700 metres.

LA TESTE

M19-20 - 21⁄20714 Jockey reported the loss of whip passing the 150 metres.

M19-20 - 51⁄20792 was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start and again passing 300mts and shifted
in under use of the whip and brushed the haunches of GOLDEN ERA thereby unbalancing itself. and was found to be sore by the left fore leg. 241⁄201053
marginally outwards and met interference approaching the 200 metres. 123⁄201804 met interference at the start. Pn20-21 - 612⁄20229 met interference
soon after the start and again approaching 800 metres.

FENCING

ALLIED ATTACK

Pn20-21 - 1312⁄20364 met interference soon after the start.

MAPLEWOOD

Pn20-21 - 2911⁄20116 met interference approaching 1000 metres and again passing 200 metres, had left eye injury

(sore, lacrimation).
Pn20-21 - 1312⁄20362 leaned inwards soon after the start.
nd Race The M D Mehta Trophy
Cl-4y, Maiden, Foreign Jockeys Eligible

MAGIC IN THE WIND

2
BLUE BLOOD

1400 Mts.

5

M19-20 - 262⁄20162 Jockey reported that his mount was running green and met interference and to be steadied passing
the 100 metres Pn20-21 - 1312⁄20316 met interference along the rails passing 400 metres.

WAFY

M19-20 - 162⁄201477 met interference at the start and had a gum injury.

EVANGELINE

Pn20-21 - 2512⁄20464 met interference & had to be steadied approaching 1000 metres.

Pn20-21 - 2911⁄20139 was held for room and did not find a clear run approaching 300 metres.
rd Race The Mathradas Goculdas Trophy
Cl-I, 80 and upward, (60 to 79 eligible). Foreign Jockeys Eligible
1400 Mts.

SHE IS ON FIRE

3
FLYING VISIT

M19-20 - 2212⁄19(49) met interference turning for home. 51⁄20(78) met interference at the start and Jockey reported
that his mount hung-in in the straight despite his efforts. 22⁄20(121) Jockey was observed to have used the whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his
mount.

GRAND ACCORD

Pn19 - 19⁄19684 was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start. M19-20 - 1512⁄19(37) met interference

at the start.
M18-19 - 173⁄191932 had a cut injury at the left fore pastern. M19-20 - 2112⁄19(39) was observed to have a cut injury
at the left hind cannon. 22⁄201216 jumped out slow losing about 2 lengths at the start.

LORRAINE

M19-20 - 2712⁄19565 met interference in the final stages of the race. 181⁄201008 jumped outwards at the start and was
observed to have broken a blood vessel. 232⁄201513 jumped outwards starting a chain reaction at the start.

EXCELLENT GOLD

Pn19 - 248⁄19517 took an awkward fly jump & was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start and again
Rounding the final turn. M19-20 - 2411⁄19(12) received checked at the start. Pn20-21 - 2711⁄2033 had right eye injury (sore).

KILDARE

My19-20 - 2711⁄19193 An enquiry is being held into the running and riding. Pn20-21 - 2512⁄20470 found to be sore by
the right hind leg, as such the filly was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds.
th Race The Machiavellianism Plate Div - II
Cl-V’, 4-30, Foreign Jockeys Eligible
1200 Mts.

LADY OF LUXURY

4
OPENING VERSE

M19-20 - 262⁄201649 jumped out slowly losing about 2 lengths at the start.

Pn19 - 610⁄191206 met interference and steadied at the start and again approaching the 800mts & causing the latter
to be steadied at the start. M19-20 - 1711⁄1943 met interference passing the 200 metres. 2112⁄19455 jumped out slow losing about a length at the start.
161⁄20883 jumped out tardily losing about a length at the start. and leaned inwards approaching the 400 metres and was found to be sore by the right fore
leg. 12⁄201194 jumped out slow losing about 5 lengths at the start. and found to be sore by the right fore leg.

ON VA DANSER

Pn19 - 108⁄19238 met interference approaching 600 Metres and was observed to have an abrasion at the left fore
cannon. M19-20 had left eye injury (sore). 91⁄20816 met interference approaching the 600mts. 232⁄201586 met interference at the start.
Pn20-21 - 1312⁄2030 shifted out passing 200 metres.

DIVIJA

1512⁄19349
3

ARABIAN MUKTAR

Pn19 - 510⁄191197 met interference approaching the 200 metres. Pn20-21 - 1312⁄203013 met interference soon after

the start.

GOLD MEMBER

M19-20 - 91⁄20874 jumped inwards at the start. Pn20-21 - 1312⁄20305 observed to have maintained an erratic course

from the 400 meters.

GRAND CHIEFTAIN
Pn19 - 159⁄199311 jumped out awkwardly and brushed the haunches of VITESSE at the start & had right eye injury
(sore eye). M19-20 - 2912⁄19654 jumped outwards at the start.
WAR OF ATTRITION

M19-20 - 123⁄201797 jumped outwards at the start.

WAR WEAPON

M19-20 - 162⁄201506 met interference soon after the start. Pn20-21 - 1312⁄20306 met interference from the 400 metres.

PRINCIPESSA

M19-20 - 12⁄2011910 met interference passing the 1000 metres. 232⁄201584 was observed to have lost its left hind shoe.

M19-20 - 1711⁄1960 refused to be stalled despite substantial efforts, as such, the gelding was withdrawn. 91⁄208712
jumped outwards at the start. 232⁄201587 was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start. and Jockey has been fined for having used the
whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.

SUPREME BEING

M19-20 - 161⁄20885 stumble soon after the start. 132⁄2013914 met interference along the rails passing the 600 Metres.
Pn20-21 - 1312⁄203010 jumped outwards and had to be steadied at the start. 2512⁄204513 met interference soon after the start.
th Race The indian 2000 Guineas (grade 1)
Cl-2G, Terms, Foreign Jockeys Eligible
1600 Mts.

DANCING JADE

6
GOLDEN OAKS

Bg19-20 - 2812⁄19732 met interferenece approaching 200mts and had to check and fall back passing the 800 Metres.

IRON THRONE

Pn20-21 - 1312⁄20363 veered outwards and had to be steadied at the start.

Bg20-21 - 1411⁄20224 Jockey reported that his mount was not galloping fluently after entering the straight, further he
informed that his mount gave him the feeling it would collapse in the final 100 Metres and it was found to be trotting lame on right fore.

LAGARDE

M19-20 - 53⁄20(171) jumped outwards at the start. Pn20-21 - 31⁄21663 was denied a clear run and was forced to be
checked and change course approaching 300 metres.

ALLURING SILVER

th Race The Venus Arising Plate Cl-III, 40-66, (20 to 39 eligible). Foreign Jockeys Eligible
1800 Mts.
7
GALLOPING GOLDMINE
Pn19 - 12 ⁄ 129 refused to be stalled despite substantial efforts, hence, the gelding was withdrawn before coming
10 19

0

under starters order. M19-20 leaned inwards approaching the 200 metres. 161⁄20(90) bumped approaching the 150 metres. 162⁄201442 met
interference in the final stages of the race. Pn20-21 - 2711⁄2055 had left eye injury (sore).
2212⁄19(48)

Pn19 - 610⁄19(123) met interference at the start and met interference and to be steadied passing the 700mts and had
injuries to both eyes (sore eyes, lacrimation) M19-20 - 181⁄20994 jumped inwards at the start. 22⁄201269 met interference soon after the start. 232⁄20(155)
met interference at the start. Pn20-21 - 612⁄20196 had left eye injury (sore).

MAKHTOOB

FANFARE
M19-20 - 12⁄201155 was bumped and tightened for room and had to be checked at the start and was racing behind,
had to be checked and change course approaching the 300 metres. 162⁄201435 met interference passing the 300 metres.
M18-19 - 103⁄191836 jumped out slow losing about 2 lengths at the start. Pn19 - 258⁄19582 An enquiry has been initiated
into the running and riding. M19-20 - 12⁄201156 met interference at the start and again in the final stages of the race and was tightened for room and had
to be checked approaching the 300 metres. and Jockey suspend for unsatisfactory riding.

NOBLE HEIR

FLEUR DE LYS
start. Pn20-21 -

2711⁄2056

M19-20 - 2411⁄19137 jumped outwards at the start. 21⁄20(67) was observed to have stumbled and was steadied at the
was observed to have a cut injury at the right hind medial aspect of hock.

ANTARCTICA
M19-20 - 1711⁄1917 met interference at the start. 2212⁄19(52) was observed to have drifted out despite the Jockeys
efforts. 262⁄20(161) jumped inwards at the start. Pn20-21 - 612⁄20217 met interference at the start.
th Race The Machiavellianism Plate Div - I
Cl-V’, 4-30, Foreign Jockeys Eligible
1200 Mts.

8
STREEK

Pn20-21 - 612⁄202012 bumped passing 300 metres.

Pn19 - 2510⁄191475 had right eye injury (sore). M19-20 - 112⁄19182 was marginally slow to begin and Jockey was
observed to have used the whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.

TITANIUM

M19-20 - 53⁄201717 leaned inwards passing 200mts and had to be held in the final stages of the race.

DECAPRIO

Pn20-21 - 2712⁄20537 met interference passing 500 metres & App reported that his mount stumbled as he was pulling
up, thus dislodging him at the start.

SUITED ACES

Pn19 - 1210⁄191275 leaned inwards soon after the start. Cl19-20 - 192⁄201310 found to be lame on right fore. Under
the circumstances the gelding was permitted to be withdrawn. Pn20-21 - 2712⁄20538 had bruises at the right mandible.

SUAREZ

M19-20 - 51⁄20766 met interference approaching the 300mts. 123⁄201839 jumped outwards at the start.

HIGHLAND WOODS
JAIPAR HONEY
jumping out riderless.

293⁄192139

M18-19 - 143⁄191900 reared up and put her head in the adjoining stall as the start was effected, resulting in the filly
jumped inwards at the start.

Pn19 - 258⁄19587 had injuries in both eyes (mild without any opacity or ulcer). M19-20 - 161⁄20884 met interference at
the start met interference and had to be steadied passing the 1000 metres 132⁄2013912 jumped outwards at the start and met interference passing the
250 Metres.

MULTIBAGGER

M19-20 - 2212⁄195211 met interference and had to be steadied passing the 500 metres. 132⁄201365 jumped inwards at
the start and had a gum injury. Pn20-21 - 2711⁄2018 Jockey reported that his mount hung out throughout the race despite his efforts. 1312⁄20308 met
interference soon after the start & had a cut injury at the left fore coronet.

FIRE FLAME

